1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Photoacoustics (PA) can leverage the optical spectra of endogenous molecular absorbers in the body to provide image contrast. For example, hemoglobin is a fairly efficient optical absorber that can be used to image the vasculature in tissue [@bib0200]. Moreover, the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin can be measured using PA spectroscopy [@bib0205] to provide functional information [@bib0210]. However, the efficiency of PA signal generation makes it very difficult to acquire single shot images for deep targets, and it is difficult to distinguish endogenous PA sources because of a number of instrumental issues. For example, there are significant artifacts in reconstructed images unless a full 3-D tomography setup is used with unblocked access to all acoustic sources and wideband transducers at sufficient density to capture all spatial frequencies [@bib0215], [@bib0220], [@bib0225]. More practical setups for medical applications using ultrasound (US) arrays are further limited because of the finite bandwidth of these devices. Large optical absorbers (typically a few wavelengths at the central frequency) cannot be imaged correctly because the emitted low frequency content is out of the bandwidth of regular transducers, which results in high-pass filtering of the PA image. Generally, it amplifies heterogeneities and can create speckle images, typical for US images. This makes it nearly impossible to distinguish small resolved absorbers from large derivative ones. Finally, endogenous signal contrast provides limited specificity in differentiating the molecular source of the PA signal, especially at depth where wavelength dependent scattering limits the effectiveness of multi-spectral techniques [@bib0230], [@bib0235]. With recently developed fast wavelength-tuning lasers, it has been shown that multi-spectral imaging can be done in real-time, providing a high level of specificity for contrast agents [@bib0240]. However, accurate reconstruction usually requires a tomographic approach using a large number of transducers for an environment where optical scattering does not greatly change the illumination pattern for different wavelengths.

To overcome some of the practical limitations of endogenous contrast, nanoparticle-based agents providing exogenous contrast and molecular targeting have been proposed [@bib0245]. For example, plasmonic absorbers targeted to specific molecular biomarkers can help identify, and potentially quantify, tumor cells [@bib0250], [@bib0255], [@bib0260], [@bib0265], [@bib0270]. Their very small size (10--200 nm) means that they have a better probability to penetrate into any tissue from primary vessels (with typical endothelial gaps of 100 nm). However, since the PA image relies on the conversion of optical absorption into thermal expansion around the absorber to generate an US wave, a low agent concentration cannot be distinguished from surrounding endogenous absorbers. For many applications, a background suppression strategy must be used to isolate signals of interest [@bib0255], [@bib0275], [@bib0280], [@bib0285], greatly improving the contrast specificity of the targeted agent.

Different kinds of non-linearities can be used to enhance both the sensitivity and contrast specificity of PA imaging [@bib0290], [@bib0295], [@bib0300], [@bib0305], [@bib0310], [@bib0315], [@bib0320], [@bib0325], [@bib0330], [@bib0335], [@bib0340]. Here we focus on a highly non-linear nanoagent that can be distinguished from surrounding linear absorbers. This non-linearity is directly related to a phase transition greatly enhancing thermal expansion, thus PA efficiency. In our previous work [@bib0310], we introduced vaporization-enhanced PA imaging of nanoemulsion beads containing perfluorohexane and coated with clusters of gold nanospheres (NEB-GNS). The amplitude of background PA signals increasing linearly with laser fluence can be easily distinguished from the much more rapidly growing nonlinear response of NEB-GNS. The advantage of this agent is a lower boiling point (∼60 °C) compared to that of the tissue background, avoiding thermal damage of surrounding tissue. However, a clear distinction between linear and non-linear behavior was shown for relatively high laser fluences that limit the application of this technique to depths of about 1 cm in turbid tissue.

The combination of light and ultrasound was previously introduced under the term "photoacoustic cavitation" to facilitate vapor bubble formation around plasmonic nanoparticles much more efficiently than using pulsed laser radiation or US excitation (applying negative pressure) alone [@bib0320], [@bib0325], [@bib0330]. In a companion paper to this submission, we presented results showing that simultaneous US and light stimulation can facilitate vaporization of nanoemulsion beads [@bib0335]. After a reversible phase transition of the perfluorocarbon core, a vaporization signal can be retrieved along with a scattered US signal from the resulting microbubbles. The phase transition threshold of NEB-GNS was shown to be much lower than the one observed with dispersed GNS in water (10-fold decrease in laser fluence at 1 MPa peak negative pressure for 1.2 MHz US insonification), and the combination of light and sound induced the phase transition within MPE limits for both US and laser light: the US mechanical index (MI) was below 1.9 with a laser fluence corresponding to centimeter-scale penetration into tissue within the limit of 25 mJ/cm^2^ on the skin for the 750 nm optical wavelength used in those studies.

In that previous paper, we used a 1.2 MHz focused, single-element transducer to excite the emulsion and a home-made ultra wide-band PVDF transducer to detect generated US signals. This is not a useable tool for potential clinical applications. A phase transition in the nanoemulsion can be reached at pressures of a few MPa and laser fluences of a few mJ/cm^2^. Therefore, real-time imaging using a conventional US array both for excitation of the emulsion and for reception of generated US signals is investigated here. The goal is to develop an imaging protocol combining ultrasound and laser pulses to vaporize the nanoemulsion and produce highly sensitive and specific images of this agent. To demonstrate its potential utility even at very low concentrations, we present a specific imaging sequence we call sono-photoacoustic imaging (SPA) that can easily detect NEB-GNS at pM concentrations. Moreover, we show that the SPA signal can be retrieved even with a band-limited array thanks to heterogeneities in the PA efficiency profile and acoustic properties in the bubble distribution. A tomographic reconstruction is no longer needed to eliminate artifacts from out-of-plane sources since vaporization locations are within the imaging plane. Some alternative strategies, including spatial control of cavitation, are also proposed.

2. Material and methods {#sec0010}
=======================

2.1. Nanoemulsion samples {#sec0015}
-------------------------

NEB-GNSs were synthesized using the procedure described in previous reports [@bib0335], [@bib0340], [@bib0345], [@bib0350]. Colloidal GNSs (diameter 12 nm) were functionalized using PEG-thiol and butane-thiol (Sigma--Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), with dosages of 0.8 chains/nm^2^ Au and 700 molecules/nm^2^ Au respectively. A solution of 1 vol.% perfluorohexane (Sigma--Aldrich) and 0.012 vol.% Au clusters in water was sonicated (102C, Branson, Danbury, CT, USA, pulse regime -- 1 s on, 4 s off) for 13 s in a cold water bath.

The resulting size distribution of the beads was measured by dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, 633 nm wavelength, Malvern, UK). The intensity distribution was centered at a bead diameter of 129 nm with full width at half-maximum of 190 nm. This primary DLS peak ends around 500 nm. As was the case with the samples used in our companion publication, a secondary peak was present between 3 and 6 μm.

We then used another technique to purify the sample from large droplets by one-pass extrusion through a 400 nm membrane (model no. 110605, Whatman, Clifton, NJ, USA). The sample was first diluted 35×. To confirm and quantify the absence of large droplets, the size distribution and concentration of the emulsion were obtained prior to all experiments using a Coulter Multisizer III (Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL). A 20 μm aperture was used, which can size particles with diameters from 0.56 to 12 μm and considers any count below 0.56 μm as the noise level. The sample was diluted ∼1250× on a 0.2 μm filtered ISOTON II electrolyte (Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL). A 50 μL sample was analyzed each time, and all measurements were repeated 6 times using a volumetric count mode. Individual particles were sized and binned in 300 evenly spaced bins with 0.039 μm width. All data are reported as a histogram with count *vs.* diameter, with the count (bin height) showing the number of particles in each bin interval. The reported concentration is computed for all ranges in question and accounts for the dilution factor and sampling volume used above.

A solution of molecular dye (IR-783, Sigma--Aldrich) and a solution of single GNS (12 nm diameter) were used as control samples. Absorbance spectra for all samples were measured with a spectrophotometer (UV 1601, Shimatzu, Kyoto, Japan). Normalized spectra for the two nanoemulsion samples and the two controls are presented in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b. As shown in previous work [@bib0310], [@bib0315], [@bib0335], [@bib0340], [@bib0345], [@bib0350], NEB-GNS (blue curve) and filtered NEB-GNS (black-dashed curve) have a broader tail due to plasmonic coupling between gold nanospheres. The NEB-GNS and filtered NEB-GNS were diluted to a low absorption coefficient so that there was minimal thermal coupling or interaction between resultant microbubbles from neighboring particles, ensuring that the solution response is dominated by the sum of individual nanoparticle responses to light/US excitation [@bib0355]. Consequently, all nanoemulsion samples, and the dye control sample, were diluted to an absorbance of 0.05 cm^−1^ at the operating wavelength of 750 nm (see [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a), corresponding to a solution with mean distance between each nanoemulsion bead of 7 μm and independent particle behavior in terms of thermal coupling and bubble growth dynamics. There is no thermal coupling when the light is absorbed because the distance is too large for individual thermal fields to interact, the bubbles are likely to grow and condense back without colliding, stabilizing the droplet distribution. The amount of GNS in the resulting NEB-GNS solution was then estimated. A pure GNS solution was diluted to match this total amount of gold, producing a solution with an extinction coefficient of only 0.009 cm^−1^ and a mean distance of 1.7 μm between GNS. This distance should prevent thermal coupling between GNS. For the results presented in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}, the solution was placed in an optically and acoustically transparent transfer pipette (3 ml, BD Falcon, NJ, USA) with inlet and outlet tubing to fill the container and remove bubbles.

2.2. Phantom preparation {#sec0020}
------------------------

For the results presented in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}, a polyacrylamide gel was synthesized with some nanoparticles or dye in the mixture. A first solution of 5.1 ml was prepared with 78.4% of acrylamide/bis-acrylamide solution (19:1, 40% (w/v)), 1.96% of ammonium persulfate solution (10% (w/v)) and 19.6% of trishydroxymethylaminomethane solution (buffer, pH = 8). Solutions of each nanoparticle/dye were first diluted and volumes of 0.98 ml were added to volumes of 1.02 ml of the first solution. The resulting nanoparticle/dye absorbance was matched to 0.025 cm^−1^, except for the GNS, which was 0.0045 cm^−1^ (same amount of GNS as in the NEB-GNS). The resulting concentration of NEB-GNS was 6.3 pM. Again, the nanoparticle concentration was low enough to ensure independent particle behavior, but was high enough so that there would be sufficient SNR in measured signals to easily identify the vaporization-enhanced signals of NEB-GNS within the phantoms. Once the four solutions were placed in flat bottom wells (diameter 25 mm), 0.05% of tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was added to initiate polymerization, which started within 10 min. The sample was left overnight at room temperature with a cover to allow full polymerization. Tiles of 5 mm × 10 mm × 25 mm were cut from each piece of polyacrylamide and placed at the surface of a 1% agarose gel with 0.2% cellulose acting as US scatterers. The rest of the agarose solution was poured to surround each polyacrylamide inclusion with a 2 mm layer on the top.

2.3. Experimental setup and time sequence {#sec0025}
-----------------------------------------

A linear array (L7-4, 128 elements, ATL, Bothell, WA, USA) was controlled by a programmable ultrasound scanner (Vantage 128, Verasonics, Redmond, WA, USA) operating in a custom interleaved PA -- US sequence. The maximum voltage of 96 V was used to maximize the pressure amplitude. A 532-nm pump beam was injected into a wavelength-tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) cavity (Surelite OPO plus, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA, USA) to produce 10-ns duration, 750-nm laser pulses. Before coupling the laser beam into a fiber bundle (77526, Oriel Instruments, Stratford, CT, USA) for delivery to the sample, the fluence was adjusted with a combination of neutral density filters (NE01A-10A, Thorlabs, NJ, USA) that can be remotely switched with a six-position filter wheel (FW-103, Thorlabs, NJ, USA). A trigger signal repeated at 20 Hz was sent from a function generator (AFG-3252, Tektronix, OR, USA) both to the flash lamp trigger input of the laser and to the trigger input of the Verasonics. By adjusting delays with the Verasonics software, events involving the laser were set to start 250 μs after the flash lamp signal. A trigger output was sent to the Q-switch at each event involving the laser. This synchronized the lasing time with the reception of radiofrequency (RF) signals to cancel electronic jitter occurring if the Verasonics is triggered directly by the Q-switch (0.2 μs in this case). The imaging sequence consisted of an US image obtained by ultrafast imaging [@bib0360] with coherent compounding [@bib0365] of 6 plane waves tilted at different angles (−5° to 5°, not depicted in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Then, the sono-photoacoustic acquisition (see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}a) consisted of:•***PA***: frame using laser only excitation (*optional* for SPA)•***US***^***+***^: US frame with *N* cycles emission (3 MHz) and positive polarity with no laser firing•***US***^***−***^: US frame with *N* cycles emission (3 MHz) and negative polarity (opposite amplitude) with no laser firing•(***PA*** + ***US***^***+***^): laser + US image with *N* cycles US emission (3 MHz) and positive polarity•(***PA*** + ***US***^***−***^): laser + US image with *N* cycles US emission (3 MHz) and negative polarity

A lipstick hydrophone (aperture: 200 μm, SEA, Soquel, CA, USA) was used to validate the timing sequence, *i.e.* lasing time relative to acoustic propagation. The combination of pulsed light and US is depicted in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}b. For the (PA + ***US***^***±***^) acquisitions, light emissions are performed when the US pulse reaches a desired depth *z*~2~.

The emulsion nanodroplets are vaporized or cavitated at the lasing time and at all locations of peak negative pressure [@bib0315] if combinations of acoustic pressure and laser fluence pulses are used together at diagnostic exposures. Inverting the polarities will have a complementary effect on the locations of the vaporization sites. SPA images are formed by the following coherent combination [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$SPA = \left\{ (PA + US^{+}) - US^{+} \right\} - \left\{ (PA + US^{-}) - US^{-} \right\}$$

The role of both subtractions (*PA* + *US*^±^) − *US*^±^ is to cancel the US backscatter from tissue and isolate signals specific to the vaporization of the contrast agent. However, a linear PA signal (*e.g.*, signal from the optical absorbers without any phase conversion) remains in both terms. The subtraction of both terms ensures that the linear PA signal is canceled while the combination of both vaporization signals is complementary since the location of peak negative pressures are offset by half of the US wavelength. A step by step demonstration of this approach is given in Section [3.1](#sec0040){ref-type="sec"}. Note that the coherent combination [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be equivalently performed on RF signals before or after beamforming, as it is a linear operation. In both cases, the beamforming algorithm must use one-way delays since acoustic sources of interest are formed at the lasing time.

It is possible to use this mode with plane wave insonification (see Section [3.4](#sec0055){ref-type="sec"}). However, to maximize the penetration of the technique, which is limited by the in-depth decay of laser fluence, the pressure amplitude resulting from a plane wave might not be optimal, at least with a conventional probe connected to a regular power supply. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}b, a wide-beam technique is introduced using a focused beam but the laser pulse intersects the US wave in a region prior to the transducer focus. The wide beam can enhance the pressure amplitude compared to a plane wave while conserving large coverage over a given area of interest. A maximum voltage of 96 V without apodization on transmit was applied to the L7-4 array for all results, producing a focal pressure of 3.5 MPa and pre-focal pressure (location of the SPA ROI, hydrophone at 35 mm depth) between 1.1 MPa (focus at 100 mm) and 1.9 MPa (focus at 50 mm), which was measured using a calibrated hydrophone (lipstick, aperture: 200 μm, Specialty Engineering Associates, Soquel, CA).

2.4. Transmission and reception bandwidth {#sec0030}
-----------------------------------------

US signals were sent at 3 MHz for SPA acquisitions. This frequency is at the edge of the bandwidth of the L7-4 array. The RF data were received within the bandwidth of [@bib0215], [@bib0220], [@bib0225], [@bib0230] MHz with a high pass filter at a cutoff frequency of 3.5 MHz and implemented with Verasonics software. This made it possible to reduce linear US components scattered by bubbles over multiple cycles that can degrade axial resolution.

3. Results {#sec0035}
==========

3.1. SPA imaging in solutions of NEB-GNS and control samples {#sec0040}
------------------------------------------------------------

The four solutions prepared according to Section [2.2](#sec0020){ref-type="sec"} were imaged using the SPA algorithm described above. An 8-cycle US excitation at 3 MHz and focused at 50 mm synchronized with lasing was used. In all cases, the fluence was set to 3.65 mJ/cm^2^ and the pressure measured at 35 mm depth was 1.9 MPa (wide-beam focusing to depth of *z* = 50 mm). [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates all radio frequency (RF) signals needed to form an SPA image and recorded for an NEB GNS solution at one of the linear array channels.

[Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}a illustrates a very small PA signal generated inside the pipet with NEB GNS solution. The spike around 35 μs corresponds to the PA signal created at the front surface of the pipet due to small absorption of laser radiation inside the wall and/or emulsions beads attracted to the wall. To avoid the influence of the wall on the main signal from the emulsion, the pipet had a diameter bigger than the region of light and sound interaction (∼10 mm (laterally) × 4 mm (axially)), which was centered at the middle of the pipet. In any event, even this wall signal was two orders of magnitude smaller than US and resulting SPA signals shown below. Thus, we can claim that the linear PA response of NEB GNS solution (*e.g.*, without phase transition) was not recognizable from noise at the current level of emulsion concentration.

The RF signals recorded for combined US and laser excitations but for US "+" and "−" polarities are correspondingly shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b and c. Strong reflections from pipet walls are observed (the signals arriving at ∼32 μs and 47 μs), but a signal induced by simultaneous light and sound excitation is clearly seen between the pipet wall signals. This indicates that the phase transition in the emulsion droplet produces a large cavitation/vaporization signal. It is around 3 orders of magnitude bigger than the linear PA signal (*e.g.*, without phase transition) produced at the same location with laser excitation alone, which was hardly recognizable from noise in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}a.

The coherent subtraction of the same polarity US signals, but with (PA + US^+^) and without (US^+)^ laser, gives the signals shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}d and e. This procedure removes the linear US signal, which is not specific to the emulsion. Here, for example, strong US wall signals are almost completely suppressed. However, the linear PA signal would be still visible if it was not so small. The SPA signal illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}f is calculated to retrieve a NL sono-photoacoustic signal composed of vaporization and cavitation activity signatures occurring specifically at the nanoemulsion bead location.

This same procedure was applied to all four samples. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} represents the evolution over multiple frames of the mean SPA image amplitude inside a 3 mm × 3 mm region for different solutions. SPA signals in all solutions are quite consistent in time. This indicates that the vaporization process does not destroy nanodroplets: the emulsion beads condense back to the liquid state a few microseconds after the excitation has been completed. Thus, the excitation is non-destructive and reversible for the emulsion. The green curve with small dot marker shows that the signal enhancement from the absence and presence of vaporization is about 20 dB in this case. For a slightly higher fluence (not shown here), it is possible to obtain consistent signal enhancement with this sample.

Images have been recorded at a frame rate of 1.3 Hz to allow RF and beamformed data to be saved simultaneously. If this saving operation is not performed, the display rate can be greatly improved up to 7 Hz (or 10 Hz without the linear PA image).

A single SPA image of the NEB-GNS solution superimposed on the US B-scan is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}a. The solution concentration was estimated to be 12.6 pM. For the NEB-GNS filtered sample shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}b, signal enhancement can be obtained at the same exposure but not with a probability of 1 and within a smaller area. This is consistent with the results of our companion publication, which shows that both the vaporization threshold and signal enhancement depend on the size of the droplets. The reference sample, dye and GNS ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}c and d, correspondingly) do not show any signal enhancement among the 28 frames acquired for the current values of laser fluence and US excitation pressure. Hence, for NEB-GNS, signal enhancement of 35 dB appears when the cavitation threshold is reached, which could be very useful for real-time detection of low nanoagent concentrations.

Note here, that SPA imaging can retrieve signal from the inside of a large homogeneous absorbing solution even when a band-limited array (4--7 MHz) is used. The formed bubbles induce a highly heterogeneous PA source distribution with large fluctuations in thermal expansion as well as heterogeneous acoustic properties, producing a speckle image. In contrast, a linear PA image would lead to signal only at the bottom/top of the pipette and at much lower amplitude given the dilution of the samples.

3.2. SPA imaging of NEB-GNS in polyacrylamide phantom {#sec0045}
-----------------------------------------------------

A PA signal can be seen at 33 μs (cf [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}a) for the polyacrylamide gel infused with NEB-GNS. It comes from an acoustic absorber plate (blue color) that also absorbs light and generates a linear PA signal. No linear PA signal from the NEB-GNS was measured above the noise floor.

The combination of light and sound for both US polarities using 8-cycle emissions at 3 MHz focused at 60 mm can be observed in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}b and c. The laser fluence was 5.2 mJ/cm^2^ and the acoustic peak negative pressure measured at *z* = 35 mm was 1.6 MPa (wide-beam focusing at 60 mm). The RF signals in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}b and c include the PA signal at 33 μs but it is hidden by the US backscatter. Subtraction of the same polarity US signals, but obtained with laser, (PA + US^+^), and without the laser, US^+^, gives the signal shown in (d). It shows a difference in the response of the emulsion created by adding the laser pulse to the 8-cycle 3 MHz US signal. When the response of the emulsion is linear, this differential signal should be equal to the PA one illustrated in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}a. However, combining laser and US creates a phase transition in the emulsion beads resulting in a nonlinear contribution formed by bubble thermal expansion and nonlinear scattering of the probe 8-cycle US signal by the bubbles.

[Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}e shows the residual signal (*PA* + *US*^*−*^) − *US*^−^, similar to that illustrated in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}d, but obtained with the *US*^−^ excitation, *i.e.* with the signal inverted in polarity compared to US^+^. Since the phase transition in the emulsion occurs at positions with maximum negative pressure (corresponding to the 8 negative peaks of the US excitation), bubbles will be formed at different locations compared to the one obtained with the US^+^ excitation. Note that in both [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}d and e the linear PA signal around 33 μs is preserved. The final SPA signal in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}f is obtained by subtracting [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}d and e. It suppresses all linear PA and US background signals not related to cavitation activity of the nanoemulsion.

[Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} presents images summarizing these results on the phantom. [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}a shows a conventional US image, it was obtained with the same linear array, but used the whole transducer bandwidth in conventional imaging mode. The inclusion is seen as a black rectangle (see [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}a). The surrounding medium was an agarose phantom with US scatterers providing speckles. The bright line situated at the bottom of the gel in the right corner corresponds to a blue acoustic absorber plate (AptFlex F28, Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, UK) placed here to reduce US reflections from the bottom of the container that could create reverberation throughout the container. The SPA image corresponds to a signal coming from the inclusion containing NEB-GNS (see [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}c). This imaging sequence can suppress linear PA and US signals to retrieve the NL sono-photoacoustic signal composed of vaporization and cavitation activity signatures occurring specifically at the nanoemulsion bead location. In [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}d, the SPA image (hot colorbar) is overlaid onto the US image obtained in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}a.

3.3. Comparison of SPA images in polyacrylamide phantom for NEB-GNS with GNS and dye samples {#sec0050}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Images for the agarose phantom containing 4 polyacrylamide inclusions are shown in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}: NEB-GNS (a), NEB-GNS filtered (b), dye-783 (c) and GNS (d). In these figures, the SPA image (hot colorbar) is overlaid onto the US picture (displayed over a 40 dB dynamic range) and the maximum signal from the NEB-GNS inclusion is considered as a reference (0 dB) for all other SPA images. In all cases, the linear PA signal coming from the absorber was canceled except a small residual visible in (b) that could correspond to a change in optical scattering due to varying bubble clouds between the two (PA + US) images or simply pulse energy fluctuation. However, the SPA image amplitude is generally much greater than the residuals and can clearly be identified without signal averaging. The average (over the inclusion) contrast between the inclusion and the gel in the image (in dB) was respectively 21.0 dB, 8.3 dB, −7.3 dB and −19 dB for the four samples. The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) for the two phantoms with measureable SPA contrast was respectively 26.8 dB and 18.4 dB, enabling clear identification of the agent.

3.4. High resolution SPA imaging in solutions of NEB-GNS with a single-cycle US wave {#sec0055}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple cycle US pulses were used to cover a large area at once. However, as shown in the companion paper [@bib0335], a laser-US nucleated bubble may keep oscillating over the remaining US pulse. The presence of an US field creates a bubble oscillation preventing re-condensation. It can result in degraded axial resolution since the bubbles backscatter until they condense or collapse. As an alternative, a single-cycle US pulse can be used, as shown in [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}. In this example, a plane wave of 1.03 MPa (measured at a 35 mm depth) was emitted by the array and the laser fluence was set to 3.3 mJ/cm^2^. Three frames recorded at different times in a continuous imaging sequence for the same conditions are displayed (panels a--c). The SPA signal is a horizontal stripe and no signal comes from either side. The position of the SPA signal is very stable in time and depends only on the timing of the laser pulses relative to propagation of the plane wave. It shows that the SPA method can fully control the cavitation location for applications such as drug delivery, molecular imaging, or therapy [@bib0370], with the potential for minimal impact to vital healthy surrounding tissues. If multiple areas are to be investigated or treated, the delay between laser and US emissions can be scanned and multiple images can be combined.

4. Discussion {#sec0060}
=============

This paper presents an imaging mode called sono-photoaoustics (SPA imaging) that can achieve ultrasensitive and specific imaging of nanoagents at low concentrations (below 7 pM). The signal enhancement and sensitivity of the technique come from exploiting phase transitions of nanodroplets under combined low US exposure and pulsed-laser excitation. A phase transition is induced by heat around the plasmonic absorber combined with rarefractional pressure. There are two consequences of combining light with sound. On one hand, a phase transition can be achieved at lower exposures than for only one type of field, US or optical. On the other hand, the US field during a phase transition in the vicinity of the bubble is immediately back-scattered from the high acoustic impedance mismatch.

Previous research focused on ultrasound-only vaporization for therapeutic and imaging applications, demonstrating B-mode imaging of the acoustic droplet vaporization process *in vivo* [@bib0375], [@bib0380] and stability of similar droplets *in vivo* for at least several hours prior to imaging. However, continuous wave US excitation for 60 s was required for vaporization at high US pressures, causing more than 15 °C temperature increase for this process to be successful. SPA imaging reduces the pressure required by locally reducing surface tension at the droplet surface, thus avoiding the widespread temperature increase caused by CW excitations. As shown in [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}, SPA requires just one or a few US cycles at low pressures, combined with light, to visualize and localize the emulsion inside a biological target.

We have demonstrated this principle with highly diluted samples (picomolar range), implying that the linear PA signal was too small to be measurable. Results show that a high contrast of around 30--40 dB can be obtained between areas with and without nanodroplets due to coherent suppression of linear and NL US, and linear PA signals. However, the fluence used to obtain these results is slightly higher than the one used in the companion paper where we could observe vaporization with 0.6 mJ/cm^2^. This is due to a change of US excitation frequency from 1 MHz to 3 MHz. Unless superharmonic focusing still dominates using photoacoustic vaporization [@bib0385], the thresholds are expected to increase with frequency since, using short US bursts, mechanical effects dominate *i.e.* effects related to the mechanical index (MI). The acoustic pressure could not be increased because of the limited maximum voltage provided to the ultrasound scanner used for this study. We traded off a low excitation frequency to demonstrate that SPA imaging could be performed at high spatial resolution using a single array transducer. These preliminary results are promising, but other solutions using lower frequency external sources will be tested as well.

The current implementation may have challenges in terms of physiological motion robustness for *in vivo* applications. Indeed, coherent subtraction using a laser repetition rate of 20 Hz cannot be applied *in vivo* in organs affected by respiration or cardiac-induced motion. While each US image can be acquired right after each PA + US image, allowing proper subtraction, the linear PA signal will remain in the end and the combination of the two images (*PA* + *US*^*+*^) − *US*^*+*^ and (*PA* + *US*^*−*^) − *US*^*−*^ cannot be coherently combined without artifacts if there is significant motion between laser pulses. In this case, ECG and breathing triggering can be applied if all motion is cyclic and stable.

The robustness of the subtraction might be improved using next generation lasers with higher repetition rates to perform the whole acquisition in less than 1 ms, which would enable *in vivo* application with minor modifications of the protocol presented here. However, if the linear PA signals are negligible or can be kept without confusion, the technique can be applied with good motion robustness because what matters most, is to subtract the *US*^*+/−*^ from the (*PA* + *US*^+/−^). For example, time persistence or incoherent summation can combine information obtained with the *US*^*+*^ and *US*^*−*^ based-images but this would conserve linear PA parts. Further studies will focus on optimizing this principle for *in vivo* experiments.

In this study, detection with high contrast at a very low agent concentration was the first priority. Using a multiple-cycle excitation, the response from different bubbles is elongated in time. Once some signal has been detected in a given area, the same area can be scanned with a thinner grid using single-cycle excitation to maximize spatial resolution. To maximize axial resolution, time gating (*e.g.*, with a Gaussian window) can be applied to the signals since the *a priori* location of the US pulse at lasing is known. This approach can cancel the effect of bubble ringing. Similar issues arise for other types of nanodroplets that require long US bursts to induce a phase transition [@bib0390]. Several alternatives are currently under consideration to maintain high spatial resolution while preserving the detection sensitivity demonstrated here. In any event, the current implementation provides an extremely high level of contrast and specificity, even at pM-scale nanoagent concentrations: a single SPA image gives a SNR of 28 dB at a concentration of only 6.3 pM with a signal enhancement over 500 compared to conventional PA. The CNR reaches 26 dB, demonstrating a high level of specificity. At this concentration, the average distance between sources is far beyond the thermal diffusion distance within the laser pulse duration. PA transients can be considered as excited by isolated thermal sources. In this regime, concentration does not matter anymore and even a single nanodroplet should provide a measurable SPA signal. Direct evidence of this fact will be obtained in a forthcoming experiment

5. Conclusion {#sec0065}
=============

Sono-photoacoustic (SPA) imaging has been demonstrated with a conventional linear US array. This technique combines pulsed laser and US excitations of gold coated nanoemulsions resulting in local generation of cavitation bubbles due to a phase transition of the nanodroplet. This procedure can reach very high signal-to-noise ratios to image very low concentrations of contrast agent (\<6 pM) where classical linear PA imaging fails, it activates spatially controlled cavitation events only in the emulsion beads, keeping the background undisturbed due to the low phase transition temperature of the perfluorocarbon, and it achieves very high imaging specificity and suppresses all linear PA and US signals from the background. A commercial band-limited diagnostic array is used both for excitation of nanoemulsions and imaging at laser fluences and negative US pressures far below MPE limits. The contrast agent itself has not been destroyed after multiple SPA frames are applied, *i.e.* cavitation bubbles condense back to the liquid state after the excitation. Spatial control of cavitation with a simple US tool may enable safe therapeutic procedures based on inertial cavitation for applications such as sono-thrombolysis and drug delivery with real-time treatment monitoring, or provide ultra-sensitive images of micro-vasculature and molecularly targeted cells using SPA processing. Thus, SPA shows great potential for molecular imaging with ultrasensitive detection of targeted gold coated nanoemulsion and cavitation-assisted theranostic approaches. Future studies will focus on such potential theranostic applications.
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![(a) Photograph of different samples at the dilution used in these experiments. (b) Absorbance of the samples. (1) NEB-GNS (thick blue line), (2) NEB-GNS filtered (black dotted line), (3) GNS (12 nm diameter, thin pink line), (4) dye IR-783 (red dash dotted line). All samples were diluted so their extinctions at 750 nm are 0.05 cm^−1^, except for the GNS solution, which has an extinction of 0.009 cm^−1^ with same amount of GNS as in the NEB-GNS. The vertical blue dotted line indicates the operating wavelength of this study (750 nm).](gr1){#fig0005}

![Sono-photoacoustic imaging setup using a Verasonics scanner and a diagnostic ultrasound probe in wide beam mode. (a) Timing diagram. Note that PA firings can be removed in a real-time sequence since SPA does not use images formed with the laser excitation alone. (b) Imaging setup: the laser pulse emission occurs when US reaches a depth of *z*~2~ resulting in a targeted area between *z*~1~ and *z*~2~ and delimited by the path of the US beam (indicated in red). A focused beam is used in the region before the focus to enhance the pressure amplitude while keeping a wide area under consideration. The blue and green lines indicate respectively where the positive and negative US peaks are at the lasing time.](gr2){#fig0010}

![RF signals from one of the array channels for NEB-GNS solution. (a) PA signal, (b) (PA + US^+^) signal, (c) subtraction of (b) with US^+^ signal, (d) (PA + US^−^) signal, (e) subtraction of (c) with US^−^ signal, (f) SPA signal. An 8-cycle US excitation at 3 MHz is used and focused to 50 mm synchronized with lasing. In all cases, the fluence is 3.65 mJ/cm^2^ and the pressure measured at 35 mm depth is 1.9 MPa.](gr3){#fig0015}

![Mean SPA amplitude in a 3 mm × 3 mm region over multiple frames. Solution types are indicated in the legend.](gr4){#fig0020}

![Sono-photoacoustic imaging of different absorbing solutions at ultra-low concentrations. (a) NEB-GNS, (b) NEB-GNS filtered, (c) molecular dye IR-783 nm and (d) GNS-12 nm with a matching amount of gold particles as in NEB-GNS.](gr5){#fig0025}

![RF signals from one of the array channels for the phantom with a NEB-GNS polyacrylamide inclusion located inside an agarose gel. (a) PA signal, (b) (PA + US^+^) signal, (c) (PA + US^−^) signal, (d) subtraction of (b) with US^+^ signal, (e) subtraction of (c) with US^−^ signal, (f) SPA signal. An 8-cycle US excitation at 3 MHz and focused to 60 mm was synchronized with lasing. The acoustic pressure measured at 35 mm is 1.6 MPa; the laser fluence is 5.2 mJ/cm^2^.](gr6){#fig0030}

![SPA imaging of a NEB-GNS polyacrylamide inclusion located inside an agarose gel: (a) ultrasound image, (b) PA image, (c) SPA image and (d) SPA image overlaid on the US image. An 8-cycle US excitation at 3 MHz and focused to 60 mm was synchronized with lasing. The acoustic pressure measured at 35 mm is 1.6 MPa, and the laser fluence is 5.2 mJ/cm^2^.](gr7){#fig0035}

![SPA imaging of different agents embedded into polyacrylamide inclusion located inside an agarose gel: (a) NEB-GNS, (b) NEB-GNS filtered, (c) GNS-12 nm with the same amount of gold as NEB-GNS and (d) molecular dye IR-783 nm. The reference magnitude (0 dB) corresponds to the maximum of the SPA image. The laser fluence was 5.2 mJ/cm^2^ and the acoustic peak negative pressure measured at *z* = 35 mm was 1.6 MPa (wide-beam focusing at 60 mm).](gr8){#fig0040}

![SPA obtained for NEB_GNS solution using a single-cycle US excitation. Panels (a--c) correspond to the detection at three different times in a continuous imaging sequence for exactly the same configuration. US plane wave of 1.03 MPa (measured at a 35 mm depth) is used for the excitation together with the laser fluence of 3.3 mJ/cm^2^.](gr9){#fig0045}
